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PEOPLE BUY SOLUTIONS TO THEIR PAIN POINTS

- NOT HEALTH COACHING.....

It’s a common misconception to assume that people are purchasing the very thing you have 
listed on your website: health coaching. However, most people are not that interested in the ins 
and outs of your service but rather HOW your service is going to help them move beyond their 
current state.

The key to finding a profitable target market is understanding exactly what your demographic 
struggles with and then, creating solutions that will solve their problems easily and effortlessly. 
Trust me when I say that people aren’t looking for a health coach but rather the solution (or 
benefit) to their pain point (I can’t say this enough!)

Here are three easy steps that you can follow to determine what you should be focusing your 
efforts on:

Step #1 - Write Down the Pain Points of Your Ideal Client

Here are some of the questions to ask yourself to help determine what might be troubling your 
ideal client: which pill bottle would they pick off the shelf? Insomnia tablets? Digestion tablets? 
Which book would they buy? Weight loss book? When you understand where they would 
normally go for help and what they are needing support with, you can quickly identify the pain 
points.

Step #2 - Identify the Solutions

In the right-hand column of your scratch pad or notepad (or on the form that I have provided 
below), write down the solution to each of the identified pain points.

Step #3 - Fill in the Gap

Now it’s your turn to BE the solution!
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WHO IS MY IDEAL CLIENT?

WHAT DOES SHE VALUE? WHAT DOES SHE BELIEVE?

WHAT IS HER MAIN PAINPOINT OR STRUGGLE?

WHAT DOES SHE SECRETLY DESIRE IN LIFE?

WHAT WOULD SHE PAY ANYTHING FOR?

WHAT WOULD SHE LOVE TO SEE OFFERED FROM YOU? 
WHAT WOULD SHE LOVE TO BUY?

Getting to Know Your Clients Better
Take some time to explore the following questions:
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Create Your Elevator Pitch
Now you are ready to turn this into an elevator pitch so you never have to deal with blank stares 
again when you say ‘I’m a health coach...’

 

Hi!  I’m [name] and I am a  
[holistic health coach/healer/etc] 

I work with [short description of 
your ideal target audience] who 
[their pain points/struggles] 

I help them by [how you serve/
your solution] so that they can 
[their desired outcome].
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With a background of 17 years in online marketing, Amanda 
Jane Daley has earned recognition by the world’s top 
advertising awards. In just a few years, she’s built a high 
6-figure coaching practice of her own.  

Now, she combines her health + business savvy to mentor 
other Health Coaches to achieve the same goals focused on 
money mindset work and current online marketing strategies. 

Do you need support growing your Health Coaching business? 
 
I have now trained 1000’s of new Health Coaches to kickstart their confidence, clients  
and cashflow with my signature ‘$5k months for Health Coaches’ system and I would love 
to give you access to the best-of-the-best of my trainings.

 
For complimentary trainings and resources to build your own thriving 
Health Coaching business - visit:  
 
amandajanedaley.com/5kmonths/ 

For regular support from me and a like-minded community of driven Health 
Coaches, I invite you to hangout in my free facebook group ‘Healthy 
Wealthy Society, where I offer feedback, support and inspiration on a daily 
basis:  
 
facebook.com/groups/healthywealthysociety/

 
To work with me directly in building your Health Coaching business, check 
out my products and programs at: 
 
amandajanedaley.com

HUNGRY FOR MORE?


